Bankruptcy -- United States.


Constitutional history -- England.


Frivolous suits (Civil procedure) -- United States.


Health facilities -- Taxation -- Law and legislation -- United States.

**Historiography.**

A HISTORY OF HISTORIES: EPICS, CHRONICLES, ROMANCES, AND INQUIRIES FROM HERODOTUS AND THUCYDIDES TO THE TWENTIETH CENTURY / JOHN BURROW.
1st U.S. ed.
D13 .B784 2008. LOCATION = LAW ENGLISH LEGAL HISTORY.

**Humanitarian law.**

CUSTOMARY INTERNATIONAL HUMANITARIAN LAW / INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE OF THE RED CROSS; [EDITED BY] JEAN-MARIE HENCKAERTS AND LOUISE DOSWALD-BECK; WITH CONTRIBUTIONS BY CAROLIN ALVERMANN ... [ET AL.].
KZ6471 .C875 2005. LOCATION = LAW FOREIGN & INTERNAT.

**Internet -- Law and legislation -- United States -- Cases.**

VIRTUAL LAW: NAVIGATING THE LEGAL LANDSCAPE OF VIRTUAL WORLDS / BENJAMIN TYSON DURANSKE.
1st ed.
KF390 .C6 D87 2008. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

**Judicial error -- Virginia.**

THE INNOCENCE COMMISSION: PREVENTING WRONGFUL CONVICTIONS AND RESTORING THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM / JON B. GOULD.
KFKV2987 .G68 2008. LOCATION = LAW STATE LAW.

**Judicial process -- United States.**

CONVINCING THE JUDGE: PRACTICAL ADVICE FOR LITIGATORS / BY CECIL KUHNE.
KF380 .K84 2008. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

MAKING YOUR CASE: THE ART OF PERSUADING JUDGES / ANTONIN SCALIA & BRYAN A. GARNER.
KF8870 .S28 2008. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

**Legal assistance to people with disabilities -- United States.**

DISABILITY DISCRIMINATION LAW, EVIDENCE AND TESTIMONY: A COMPREHENSIVE REFERENCE MANUAL FOR LAWYERS, JUDGES AND DISABILITY PROFESSIONALS / JOHN PARRY.
KF480 .P3645 2008. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.
Legal research -- United States -- Problems, exercises, etc.

LEGAL RESEARCH: A PRACTICAL GUIDE AND SELF-INSTRUCTIONAL WORKBOOK / BY RUTH ANN MCKINNEY AND SCOTT CHILDS.
5th ed.
KF240 .M35 2008. LOCATION = LAW RESERVE.

Library research -- United States.

THE OXFORD GUIDE TO LIBRARY RESEARCH / THOMAS MANN.
3rd ed.
Z710 .M23 2005. LOCATION = LAW REFERENCE.

Matrimonial actions -- Europe -- History -- To 1500.

LAW, MARRIAGE, AND SOCIETY IN THE LATER MIDDLE AGES / CHARLES DONAHUE, JR.
KJC1100 .D66 2007. LOCATION = LAW FOREIGN & INTERNAT.

Political science -- History.

POLITICAL THEORIES OF THE MIDDLE AGE / OTTO GIERKE ; TRANSLATED AND WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY FREDERIC WILLIAM MAITLAND.
Reprint ed.
JA82 .G413 2007. LOCATION = LAW ENGLISH LEGAL HISTORY.

Power (Social sciences) -- Great Britain -- History -- To 1500.

POWER AND IDENTITY IN THE MIDDLE AGES: ESSAYS IN MEMORY OF REES DAVIES / EDITED BY HUW PRYCE AND JOHN WATTS.
DA175 .P67 2007. LOCATION = LAW ENGLISH LEGAL HISTORY.

Security (Law) -- United States.

PRACTICE UNDER ARTICLE 9 OF THE UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE / STEPHEN L. SEPINUCK, EDITOR.
2nd ed.
KF879.527.A22 P72 2008. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.
Stem cells -- Research -- Law and legislation -- United States.

STEM CELL CENTURY : LAW AND POLICY FOR A BREAKTHROUGH TECHNOLOGY / RUSSELL KOROBKIN ; WITH STEPHEN R. MUNZER.
KF3827.G4 K67 2007. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.